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sons delivering or taking delivery of goods. The presence of
hoists is to be expected, and the usual arrangements as to their
periodical inspection by competent persons is essential, except
in those rare instances where third parties never have occasion
to approach them. The lighting of stairways and passageways
calls for attention, while the position of the offices and show-
rooms in the block will give some indication of the extent to
which third parties are likely to pass through the premises.
Premiums may be calculated upon the wages paid to em-
ployees, or, alternatively, a fixed annual premium may be
charged according to the limit of indemnity required.
WATER HEATING ENGINEERS
The work of water heating engineers is mainly conducted
away from their own address, and concerns the installation of
high or low pressure hot water systems in the premises of others.
Apart from the risk of accidents inseparable from any engineer-
ing work on the premises of others, whether in course of erec-
tion or while occupied, there is the added risk of flooding when
the apparatus installed is such that water is confined. It is
clear from the ordinary terms of the third party policy that
damage to the apparatus installed would not be covered, but
the water heating engineer will expect his policy to provide an
indemnity in respect of damage caused by water which may
escape through breakdown in the apparatus while it is being
erected or tested. Not infrequently, substantial limits of in-
demnity are required, and experience has shown that water
damage claims may be costly, particularly when the buildings are
occupied and water which escapes causes damage to valuable
stocks on lower floors. Buildings in course of erection, although
not usually containing stock, may contain expensive machinery,
such as electric motors and other electrical apparatus, possibly
forming part of lifts or other machinery, which may sustain
damage through the overflowing of water pipes, tanks, or other
water apparatus.
Premiums are assessed on the wages expended on work away
from the insured's own premises, and fire and explosion risks
(other than the explosion of steam boilers) are commonly in-
cluded at an extra rate per cent, charged upon such wages.
WHARVES
Wharf risks vary according to their situation and the goods
dealt with at each wharf. Frequently, members of the public
arc excluded from the premises, but there is the risk of injury

